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Our @GiBillRights team is in Congress today fighting a bad bill that eliminates school accountability, student protections, and cuts financial aid. Go team! @TanyaMAng @tyson_manker @SeanAMarvin along with @studentvets, @TAPSorg, many more #vets groups #GoodBill4BadSchools

Student Veterans @studentvets
Follow SVA today as we storm the Hill and meet with Representatives to voice our concerns with the PROSPER Act. #GoodBill4BadSchools #HEA

6:21 AM - 13 Jun 2018 from Somerset, MD

Social Media HERE

Today we hit the Hill with our VSO/MSO partners to share why the #PROSPERAct is a #GoodBill4BadSchools @studentvets @TAPSorg @wwp @treaorg @iava @VFWHQ @HighGroundVets @VVAmerica

9:40 AM - 13 Jun 2018

HERE
VFW National HQ

We’re proud to join forces with these organizations to fight #ForVeterans!

Veterans Education Success @GiBillRights
Thank you to our partners @studentvets @TAPSorg @wwp @treao @iava @VFWHQ @HighGroundVets @VVAmerica for joining forces today to protect #veterans and stop legislation that would strip away #veterans’ protections and accountability for schools #GoodBill4BadSchools...

7:47 AM - 13 Jun 2018

Tom Porter

Support vets education? See this THREAD. Great work on the Hill Today! ======>>>>

Veterans Education Success @GiBillRights
#PROSPERAct would eliminate the 90/10 rule, allowing low-quality colleges to be 100% propped up by fed #taxpayer $, with no income of their own, no proof they’re legit. Like Welfare for Bad Schools. #GoodBill4BadSchools #HEA...

Show this thread

8:07 AM - 13 Jun 2018

HERE
HERE

**A major force in defending students against some of the PROSPER Act's most harmful provisions**

**Veterans Education Success @GiBillRights**

Our @GiBillRights team is in Congress today fighting a bad bill that eliminates school accountability, student protections, and cuts financial aid. Go team! @TanyaMAng @tyson_manker @SeanAMarvin along with @studentvets, @TAPSorg, many more #vets groups

7:54 AM - 13 Jun 2018

HERE

**A large representation of veteran and student advocates are at the U.S. Capitol today telling Congress their reasons for opposing the #PROSPERAAct. These veterans have many significant concerns with the bill, and you can read their point-by-point breakdown on this thread here:**

**Veterans Education Success @GiBillRights**

#PROSPERAAct would eliminate the 90/10 rule, allowing low-quality colleges to be 100% propped up by fed #taxpayer $$, with no income of their own, no proof they’re legit. Like Welfare for Bad Schools. #GoodBill4BadSchools #HEA...

Show this thread

8:57 AM - 13 Jun 2018

HERE
The PROSPER Act is a #GoodBill4BadSchools, and we thank @RepGallagher for meeting with us to discuss our concerns with the bill. #HEA

Thankful for the opportunity to meet with @RepSamGraves’ staff. We appreciate you taking the time to meet with @studentvets @GiBillRights and other VSOs about the PROSPER Act. #GoodBill4BadSchools #HEA
Veterans Education Success, @studentvets and other VSOs are grateful to have met with @RepBoos’ staff about our concerns with the PROSPER Act today. Thank you for listening to our servicemembers and veterans and for your continued service on @HouseVetAffairs. #HEA

Veterans Education Success’s staff met with SVA, VES and other VSOs today to discuss the PROSPER Act. Thank you for listening to our feedback and concerns. #GoodBill4BadSchools #HEA
As the Chairman of the Economic Opportunity Subcommittee, @RepArrington understands the importance of our military community. We thank him for meeting with us to discuss our concerns with the PROSPER Act. #GoodBill4BadSchools #HEA

Grateful to @RepPaulCook’s staff for listening to our concerns regarding the PROSPER Act. We look forward to working with you in the future to improve higher education for our student veterans. #HEA
Grateful for @RepJeffDenham’s staff taking the time to meet with us and other VSOs today to talk about our concerns with the PROSPER Act. #HEA

@RepJennifer just met with us to talk about how the PROSPER Act will affect our student veterans. About 6,800 current service members are relying on PSLF, which PROSPER plans to eliminate. #GoodBill4BadSchools #HEA
We thank @RepClayHiggins’ staff for meeting with us today to voice our concerns with the PROSPER Act. Grateful for your continued efforts as part of @HouseVetAffairs. #HEA #GoodBill4BadSchools

Grateful to have met with @RepAndyBarr’s staff today about the PROSPER Act and our concerns that it will hurt student veterans. Thank you for working to protect veterans and service members in higher education. #HEA
Tyson Manker
@tyson_manker

Our @GiBillRights team is in Congress today fighting a bad bill that eliminates school accountability, student protections, and cuts financial aid. #GoodBill4BadSchools

Zoe Thompson
@zoe19

Having a great time working with our VSO colleagues against the #GoodBill4BadSchools! @GiBillRights